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Palestinian conflict persists
While the Jewish side is
often supported
by Americans

BY KATI HENG
CONTRIBUTiNG WRJTER:

A Palestinian
Islamic jihad
member was killed by shells fired
from an Israeli tank at the Gaza
Strip on Wednesday.
Although the news of another
death
in the Middle
East is
upsetting, it is not likely surprising.
Headlines such as "Tensions

involved in the Christian Zionist
Movement,
there seems to be
no one taking the side of these
marginalized Palestinians. As the
West Bank continues to become
more and more settled by Israelis,

the Palestinians feel forced to resort
to violent conflict in some cases,

are on the rise in the Middle East/'.

unsure of how else to preserve the

"Relations
among
Christians
and Muslims undergoing
severe
conflict," andevenrep.ortsofdeaths
in the Middle East after tempers
went out of hand, are familiar to
most people. After taking in all this
negative news, one might wonder
why there is so much unrest.
Professor of English, Kim Van
Es, who recently went to Israel
with her husband and is planning
on returning
to the area with
students on a spring study abroad,
explained some of what is going
on in Israel.
Tensions between the Jewish
and Muslim populations
have
been growing
since the 1948
Israeli
War of Independence.
After the war, the UN divided
the area into Palestinian
and
Israeli areas. However, the Jewish
populations have been continually
spreading
out and encroaching
upon Palestinian
lands.
The
Palestinians'
high birth rate is
causing
their 'population
to
increase, and paired with the loss
of land, many Muslims are being
squeezed and crowded out of their
homes.

land that the UN had said should
belong to them.
"
To deal with the tension,
the groups live totally separate
existences.
Jews and Muslims
don't talk, do business or interact.
Many people
grow up never
hearing the thoughts or stories of
people from the other side, mostly
because they will never get the
chance to talk.
When Van Es and her husband
visited the old city of Jerusalem,
which has been divided
into
Jewish, Muslim, Christian and
Armenian quarters, the group split
up to talk to individuals of each.
The tourists asked them what they
wanted most and came back with
a united answer from all: Shalom
or Shalaam. Everyone in the area
simply wanted peace and an end
to all the fighting. People simply
wanted
freedom
to live their
everyday lives, raise their families
in safety and to get along with their
neighbors.

DECORATING YOUR
DORM ROOM OR
APARTMENT?
FIND ...
Clothes
Furniture
Kitchen Supplies
Electronics
And more!
All proceeds support Bible placement in Haiti
Hours
Mon.-Wed. & Fri. 10-5

__

Thurs. 5:30-8:30
Sat. 9-12
We're lookingfor volunteers!
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'Seagull) is tragic) emotional challenge
Cant. froin pg. 1

.

brilliant,
and
these
tragic
characters sometimes have these
volcanic emotional outbursts," said
Hays. These volcanic emotional
outbursts are foreign to Western
culture, which according to Hubbard
makes Chekhov's work a challenge
but a joy to explore.
Prior to the show is an artists'
reception, which will be held in the
DeWitt Theatre Arts Center. The
artists' reception is the Orange City
Arts Council's Regional Exhibition
of local artists. The art exhibition
supplements
the production
of

Chekhov's "The Seagull."
One of the featured

artists is

Mark Alsum, a 2009 NW Alum.
Alsum was selected to be a part of
the art show through a submission
process. He has two pieces in the
show, "American Gothic X" and
"The Natural
Order."
Alsum
believes it is the audience's place to
engage what his pieces depict. "I

H

Y FJANINE

Third Question by Glenda Drennen. a featured artist at an artists' reception sponsored
Orange City Arts Council's Regional Exhibition.
producing the paintings, now It's
time for someone else to wrestle
with them," said Alsum.

Tickets for NW faculty, staff and

students are available at no charge.
Reservations are required. Please
already went through all the work ' contact boxoffice®nwciowa.edu or

A

by the

call at 707-7098. Show times are
Nov 11-13 and 18-20 at 7:30 p.m,
in the Theora England Willcox
Theatre. The artists' reception will

be Saturday, Nov. 13, from 6;30 to
7:25 p.m., prior to the performance

of "The Seagull."

Reps, residence and Razors discussed
BY JEBIDIAH RACH
CONTRiBUTING WRITER

Numerousgovemmentmeetings
occurred around campus over the
past two weeks, both within the
student body and administration.
Last week, the main focus of
SGA was to assign committees
to nine different
initiatives
to
explore, and if found wanted and
feasible to accomplish,
execute
these initiatives. This week saw a
continuation of these committees,
spending time meeting with the
groups and finding out where to
start on these different initiatives.
Committee
reports over the
past two weeks in SGA have
included the Admissions, Honors
and
Retentions
Committee
discussing adding a requirement
for a minimum ACT score for full
admission into Northwestern.

On another
major note of
discussion,
the faculty on the
Committee brought two names to
SGA, junior Brittany Klinkenborg
and senior Steve Van Wye, for them
to determine which one should
serve. Both were found to be quality
candidates for the position, having
similar personalities
and both
able to serve well in the position.
After careful deliberation, Brittany
Klinkenborg was voted to be the
representative
to serve on the
Campus Life Committee.
It was pointed out that people
should not ride wheeled things in
campus buildings unless needed for
a disability, as maintenance has been
having numerous issues, along with
. hall congestion.

million in bonds to finance the new
suite-style donn, which is on target
to be completed for occupation next
school year.
Further plans for a new learning
commons were also looked at, which
is slated to include the library,
additional classrooms, the writing
center, archives, a coffee shop and
a community room. Plans for the
mini-gym in the RSC were also
discussed.
The Board looked at surveys
from the freshmen and seniors
about engagement in educational
practices to help with strategic
planning.
Also included
were
discussions
on online learning
and an acceptance of the college's
audited financial statements.

Another
major meeting
on
campus was that of the Board of
Trustees. The Board approved $3.5

2010 Mid-term Election Results
Democrat
House·
.Won:·186.Won:
Senate
·Holdover: 40
'Won: 12

~ublican
House
239
Senate"
Holdover.: 23
Won: 23

Speaker of the House: (R) John Boehner
Governer of Iowa: (R) Terr Branstad
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Less motivation with mandatory chapel
BY HEIDI HILDEBRANDT
According to the Northwestern
website,
chapel
is about

"worshipping all together. Chapel
atNorthwestem
is the only time that
most of the campus community is
together in one place to learn about
God, the world and our place in
it." This sounds awesome, but
doesn't tell the whole story.
We recently received an
email about chapel behavior.
There were complaints
about students talking,
listening to iPods, doing
homework or sleeping.
While I agree this is
rude and we need to
do a better job of being
respectful
no matter
what, I think there is a
different problem here.
We would
not have
these problems if chapel
wasn't mandatory.
Worship
can't be
forced. You can't make
someone learn or even
listen to a speaker. You
can make
them sit
quietly and pretend
to be attentive,
but
what good does that

do? Sometimes

I

look

around and hope that the speaker
isn't looking at our faces, mine
included. Ifeel especially sorry for
the people who lead us in singing
obscure hymns. Some peo.~le are
passionate, but many just mumble
along with sane facees, not really
understanding
the words and
just fulfilling another part of their
duty as NW students at a required
..,chapel service.
'1; • Ital::ed to some students
before

writing,
and most said chapel
would be more meaningful if they
could choose to go and that they
would still attend frequently. As a
Christian college, NW's goal should
be to help us make our faith our
own. Teaching us that worship is
something we have to do instead
of something we are moved to
do doesn't
seem consistent
with that.
My education
classes
emphasize
motivating
students and giving them
a reason to d~ something.

Currently, the purpose of
going to chapel is to get
credits. While students can
still gain something
from
the services, making them
mandatory
immediately
lowers the motivation
for
learning. Formany students,
it becomes just another thing
they have to do, which is why
students catch up on sleep,
study for their next class,
listen to music or just sit there
and tum off their brain.
I also talked to students
at other Christian colleges
about their chapel policy.

Dor d t, USF and

Bethel

(MinnJ do not require chapel
attendance, while Crown (Minn.)
and Grace (Neb.) have credit
requirements. USF and Dordt have
chapel once a week, and Bethel
offers it three times a week. Students
from all three places said many
students still attend chapel anyway.
They also had more positive things
to say about the messages being
relevant to students.
The Grace
and Crown students said chapel
is a hit and miss. They do enjoy it

sometimes, but many times it seems
somewhat pointless. A senior at
Dordt said that attendance
was
low her first two' years until they
switched to the same speaker at
every chapel. Now it is packed
every week.
It seems that having optional
chapel is more motivating
for
those who put together the chapel
schedule.
Obviously,.
our staff
wants to put together a good chapel
schedule,
but with the added
motivation
of getting students
to corne on their own, they will
have purpose for trying harder to
make the speakers and worship
time particularly
relevant
and
challenging
to us as college
students. If chapel is interesting or
if the same good speakers come on
a consistent basis, students will
spread the word and tell others to
come. This iswhathappens
at Praise
and Worship on Sunday nights,
when a huge amount of people
come willingly.
Obviously, Northwestern
has
reasons for mandatory chapel. The
most legitimate reason I've heard is
that some people need to hear the
message and usually those people
won't come to optional services.
One interesting solution I've hear
is to make chapel mandatory for
freshman
and sophomores
but
optional for juniors and seniors. This
would ensure that some students
still attend, it would still fulfill its
communal
purpose
of bringing
people
together
and it would

hopefully get students in the habit of
going. H it's engaging and relevant,
older students will have reason to
continue attending, but it will be
their own decision to make.

Publish your thoughts on newly formatted page
BYKATI HENG
As you read through th~ Beacon's
Opinion page, do you ever find
yourself in agreement with one of
the writers, bu t wish she would
have better articulated, explained,
or provided
more evidence for
her point? Have you ever totally
disagreed with one of the writers
and felt the desire to take him down
with your own piece of writing?
Or are you the type of person who
believes your own thoughts and
opinions should be heard more
often, say througharegular
column?
1£ you have felt any of these, the
Beacon is interested in you.
We're thinking
about ways
to change
the Opinion
page.
We would love to include some
quality regular columnists, as well
as continuing with discussing the
pros and cons of particular issues
affecting Northwestern
students
and the world. However, we'd also

like to switch things up and publish

articles even if it's only one side of an
issue. The thing is, we can't do this
alone-we
are in need of people to
help provide us with their opinions
each week.
If you are one of those incredibly
fascinating individuals who believes
readers woUld benefit from hearing
the inner thoughts of your brilliant
mind, or Simply someone who feels
very passionate about a certain issue,
let us know. If you can provide us
with some quality writing, we can

help you by providing a place to get
that work published.
While it can be a strong place to
start, the Bible does not have to be
the sole basis of submitted articles.
We have published
some great
articles that have a firm Scriptural
basis for their arguments, but this is
not a requirement for pieces. NW is
a Christian college, and the Beacon
respects the importance of God in all
areas of our lives, but when it comes
to arguing an opinion or proving a

point, it can be okay to rely on other
sources than the Bible. So if you feel
you have a good point, but don't
want to use Scriptural references
to hack it up, we still want to hear
from you.
The Beacon would love to have
a few students
become regular
opinion writers. Those interested
in helping out with this can contact
the Beacon and get started wmt the
application process.
For those who don't want to
commit to writing a regular coluIJ1Il
but feel passionate about a particular
issue, we want to hear from you too.
Whether it involves issues going on
at NW, such as the October Rule or
the new TV in the caf, or something
going on in the world, such as in vitro
fertilization or the legalization of
marijuana, let us-and
the campus
- know what you think. Send )Wur
name and information to beacon@
nwciowa.edu.

>carli
g ab}>ute" 0 em. That girlli
-maintepance. That guy
Coly;
Sl).!dent'l;who do.rtt talk lIt
tare at the
d as they walk
across cainpU$ are antisocial.
epending·on how they dress, students
Me conceited, lazy or {you fill in the blank]. We"have all thought these
things. We have an put people incboxes based on our first impressiol.1S
of them. But the thing is, first impressio)lS aren't everything.
First impressions spouldn't be lasting impressions. J10w wovJd
you like it if someone remembers Jonas the slacker because you slept
threugh YOUIfirst class on the first day of school? Or theY~rem.mber
you 'i\9.ecGentricbeeauseyQti weresinging,'a DiSney tune on fueway
to class? You wt>t;ld want another cl;1.aru:eat leaVing an impression,
espeOal1y.if the <ln.e/hey hold isn't true.
Take another look around at the people you thiilk you have figured
out. ACl).!allygetto know them a little bit,.andil turns out that that qUlet
kid who Sl<jresat.the ground is just.shy. and maybe a bit lonely;"the girl
who weafS skirts every day likes to mess up for fun and the guy who
seems to Jive in swealpant~ and a t~. simply likes to be comfortable.
You see, then; is this ihing: called grace-and we're' dtoW1;ling· in
it. God looks dow:n:QJrrus imp"rfecl creation. and covers'out flaws
in an overflOwing cascade. We don't deserVe it, yet we ate given it in
abundance anyway. So why eau't we show" little gracei:o our fellow
professoJ;S·and peel"ll?
it this :\"fay,You.could go each day avoiding Nancy because
ve YQUwhat you thqughtwas arudeJook. '(Qll could silnply
u lpve literature and he 15h1basebalJ, and
don't kn
W!;tat
lyhaveul
ur professor .bec
:¥()~itan
tQ,b¢ohtiIDt\:
(»>you cquld wakeup'eachdaywith
acle<lnsIate. Remind yOUIse!f
that today is a l1ew da;j\ and that whatever happened yesterday orlast
. week or lasloil:\onth doesn't malter ae.ymore. When you meet Nancy
or Greg on the sidewalk, pretend this is the 6rst thne you are meeting
them, and give them anQther S\1ot.l'tthat first impression.
Stereotypes don't work •. Assumptions shouldn't eXist. Everyone
deserves a.;!fill. bit of grace ..and multiple chances at that lasting
unpression. People are unp"<;dictable and full of surptises, so drop
your preconceptions and let them surprise you.

Shear Advantage
Hair and Tanning

Call 737-3566

Remember your 10% off
card for 10% off all other
hair services, products
and
tanning!
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No Homecoming

court

The October Rule
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In Vitro Fertilization
If you have opinions on these
upcoming topics and are
willing to write about them,
or if you have other ideas for
this page, please contact us at

beacon@nwciowa.edu.
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Gory, graphic comic series gives zombies new life
BY BOB LATCHAW
CONTRIBUTING

WRiTER

Zombies

Howard
jacobson
The Finkler
Question

Book: Howard JacobsOn's
uThe Finkler Question"
This nowl, which uses
contemporary Judaism as
a way of etting at inner
comple
<;>n Ihe 2010
Ma
erprize.

are

practically

of introduction has been used time
and again in the genre, itworks very
well considering -the direction the
rest of the story takes. Rick sets off
in search of
hiswiie and
young son,
whom
he
eventually
finds with a
small cluster
of
other
survivors.
TIle rest of
the series
revolves
around
this group

but I honestly didn't notice in my
first read-through because I was so
enthralled by the story.
One of the main aspects of this

onmipresentinpopculturemediawhether it be movies, video games
or even Jane Austen novels. They're
certainly bordering
on extreme
overuse, leaving us with a stagnant
pool of repetitive zombie media that
gets boiled down to slaughter-fest.
"Ohno, zombies! Kill them all!" And
as long as there's an electric guitar
weapon, it's thought cool.
In this age of dull, banal zombie
obsession,
ongoing comic series
"The Walking Dead" has livened up
the undead genre. Written by Robert
Kirkman and illustrated by Tony
COURTESY OF THEMENTALSHED.COM
Moore and CharlieAdlerd, the series
of peop Ie "The Walking Dead" has recently been adapted into a television series on
and
thei r AMC Check back next week for more information.
has most recently won an Eisner
award for continued excellence (the
struggleforsurvivalinthedeathtrap
series that makes it stand out is that
most prestigious of the geme).
the world has become.
it focuses acutely on its characters,
The series features the story
This series is gruesome. Violence
which are positively
normal in
of Rick Grimes, who wakes up
is seldom left to imagination. The
every way. This would seem like a
from a gunshot-wound-induced
artwork, beautifully done iri black
downside, butit actually gives them
coma to find himself in a deserted
and white, is gritty and detailed,
a sense of realism. The intimacy
hospital with no recollection of the
which coincides with the series'
in which we get to know each of
past several months. As he regains
bleak subject matter. The first six
them makes it impossible not to
his bearings, he discovers that his . issues are drawn by Moore and the
get attached to these otherwise
town is deserted
and the dead
rest of the series is done by Adlerd.
lackluster characters.
walk the earth. While this method
This transition could be abitjarring,
Unlike
almost
every other

"

zombie tales this series does not
spend much timeton the zombi.es
themselves,
but instead makes
them a part of the environ~entanother constant threat on top of the
instability of a world without law
enforcement,
services, consistent
food sources, or government. The
monsters of the series tum out to
be not the putrid corpses that feast
on human flesh, but the people that
are left on this ruinous world.
Kirkman explores- what might
happen to peoples' minds ina world
where they are endlessly pursued by
zombies and forced to do absolutely
everything it takes to stay alive,
even at the expense of others. The
characters struggle with this altered
morality and try to'cope with the fact
that there will be no rescue as they'
strive to preserve whatever is left of'
their civility. All of the characters are
vulnerable, even the main ones. No
one is safe from death, insanity; or
something much worse.
If you only have enough time to
invest in one comic series, make it
this one. It's a must-read and more
than worth your time.

What happens in (Vegas' stays with you in (Vegas'
'Website, "Groavesltark;'
www;groovesltaik.rom.
'!his website is f01:thoSe
who would .ralher sel up
Iheir own playlists than
haVe Pandora do it for

m~tnj

life As We Know It

BY MICHAEL GUTSCHE
CONTRIBUTING

WRITER

"Eallout: New Vegas" is the
latest iteration of the increasinglypopular role-playing franchise set
in a devastated, post-apocalyptic
America. Infamous for an openworld environment with seemingly

IPG_l31

Evenings: 7:00 & 9:30 (Ends Tuesday)
Matinees: Fri 4:00' Sal & Sun 1:30 & 4:00

Secretariat

.

Evenings: 7:00 & 9:30 [f§J
Matinees: Fri 4:00· Sat & Sun 1:30 & 4:00

Paranormal

ActivitY 2

Evenings: 7:30 & 9:45
(]J
Matinees: Fri 4:15· Sal & Sun 1:45 & 4:15

RED
Evenings: 7:30 & 9:45
~
Matinees: Fri 4:15· Sal & Sun 1:45 & 4:15

MainStreetTheatres.com

inexhaustible range (players have
expect. This kind of interwoven
to done, but get rushed out the
been known to spend over 200
interaction creates a much more
door by the publishers or just aren't
hours exploring everything),
the
convincing
world, wherein you
tested with anything remotely near
series gives the player the part of
never really know how far-reaching
to thoroughness. Prior to the release
some malleable person with an
the consequences of your actions
of tfie game, there was stipulation
appropriately vague background.
might be. Shot a man who badgered
that the game would be a bit buggy.
This gives the player the allyou earlier? Oh dear, it turns out
New Vegas
proved
these
important
agency
to sculpt
stipulations
whatever story for their character
completely
that they please. There are many,
right. There
many more chances to use your
are
bugs
conversational
skills to solve
ranging from
problems between the various
humorous
characters in the game rather
glitches
to
than merely shooting them in
the horribly
the face-s-a valuable aspect of the
frustrating.
genre. At more than one point I
Bugs
that
was able to neutralize a volatile
destroy your
situation
with my speech or
saved files.
barter skill.
Bugs that lock
~
COURTESY OF FALLOUT.BETHSOFT.COM
A much-lauded feature to the
the game up
"Vegas" has been touted by some as a sort of expansion to its predecessor.
new game is the Herdcore mode,
at loading
"Fallout r It is, however, large enough to be a standalone.
which requires the player to act
screens. One
on survival instincts like hunger,
that he was an important man to
of the more ghastly incidents that
thirst and the need to sleep now and
this other group of people, and now
I've seen in videos online caused
then. Making these a necessary part
they're rather upset at you.
the heads of every character in the
of the gaming experience-among
And, as mentioned
before,
game to twist around erratically,
the other tweaks added for greater
there's a lot of everything. From the
their bodies locked in a sitting
sense of realism
allows surviving
fancy lights and vices of the Strip to
position even while
wandering
-c

the post-apocalypse
to be a much
more enjoyable affair.
"New
Vegas"
comes
from
developer Obsidian, a studio well
known for its top-notch writing.
New Vegas, and the area around,
it, is crafted with considerable care
and precision. The events in one
location, at one time, can have effects
in places you would not really

the run-down towns and settlements
run by tribes in _thewastes, there are
more than plenty of things to see.
Between the zombies, giant mutants,
£inky men who claim to not be finks
and two-headed cows and other,
there's a great pile of interesting
characters here as well.
Obsidian is also notorious for
releasing games that are only close

around, fighting, or doing various
other tasks.
Despite its flaws, New Vegas is
an good game. The post-apocalyptic
setting is usually interesting. And it
improves the writing, combat and
overall game mechanics of IfFallout
3." If you can stand some glitches
and bugs, and have enjoyed the
series, go for it.

'
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Men'sbasketball begins season with blowout

Volleyball completes perfect regular season
BY MICHAEL SIMMELINK
CONTRiBU liNG WRITEH

The Northwestern
volleyball
team won 3-1 (25-18, 25-17, 21-25,
25-18) over the 19th ranked team in
NCAA D-Ill, Nebraska Wesleyan,
on Saturday, Oct. 30. The win also
put the Raiders' conference winning
streak at 57 games. It broke the
record held by Dordtfrom the 200206 seasons.
A 24-kill effort and .413 hitting
percentage by senior Hilary Hanna
led the Raiders. Fellow senior
Bobbie jean Rich added seven kills
and a great defensive effort with six
blocks. Sophomore Jennie Jansen
also recorded six blocks. Senior
Kaitlin Beaver set up 41 kills, and
the Raiders were led in digs by
sophomore [aci Moret with 13.
The Raiders served 82 percent on
the day and had four aces.
With Tuesday night's win at

Sioux Falls 3-0 (25-21, 25-17, 26-24),
the Raiders finished the regular
season with a 32-0 record. This
brings Coach Kyle Van Den Bosch's
career record at NW to 186-41.
The Raiders were led in kills by
Hannowith 13. Hanno also received
GPAC Player of the Week for the
second straight week. Sophomore
Kate Buyert registered 11 kills and
hit .500 on the match. Jansen and
junior Rylee Hulstein also tallied
seven kills each.
Rich tied Hanno for top honors
in the blocks department with four.
Rich, Moret and sophomore Danie
Floerchinger also scrapped up 10
digs each. Beaver led the Raiders in
assists with 35 and aces with three.
NW will play at home in the
GPAC tournament
on Tuesday,
Nov. 9.

Men's soccer drops final match of the year
BY MICHAEL SIMMELINK
COl'JTmSUT1NG WHITER

--The Northwestern men's soccer
team couldn't find an upset victory
in last Thursday's
match against
fourth-seeded Hastings and lost3-0.
They finish the season with a 5-10-2
(3-7-1 GPAC) record.
The Raiders played well in the
first half and applied a solid amount
of pressure on tile Hastings defense.
Only after a foul in the box and
a converted penalty kick did the
Broncos gain a 1-0 lead.
The most intense part of the
match occurred from the 54th to
the 69th minutes when Hastings

I PLAYER

found the back of the net twice in
three minutes, but also received
three bookings, one being a red
card. Freshman Travis Sytsma also
received a controversial red card, so
the match finished with each side
having only 10 players.
Senior captain Ben Karnlsh,
along with freshmen Nick Hengst
and Harri Edwards, each put a shot
on goal. Freshman Jeriah Dunk also
had two shots.
Senior goalie Jeff Lanser made
eight saves to bring his career total
to 172, which is third all-time atNW.

PROFILE
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BY HEIDI HILDEBRANDT
SPORTS EDITQf<

The Red Raiders opened the
2010-11 season with a 104-51 win
over Grace University on Monday,
Nov. 1. Northwestern
shot 60
percent in the game compared to
the Royals' 34 percent and also had
a 45-20 rebounding advantage.
SOphomore Stu Goslinga scored
a career-high 16 points to lead the
offense, which had six Raiders
score in double figures. Goslinga
added six rebounds. Sophomore

Matt Huseman came off the bench
and scored j S points for his career
high and pulled down for rebounds,
while senior Brent Dunkelberger
also add 13 points and a team-high
eight rebounds. Junior Jon Kramer
and sophomore
Eli Groenendyk
each had career highs as well, both
scoring 12 points. Sophomore Ben
Miller added 10 points, five assists
and four rebounds.
The Raiders will host 22ndranked Jamestown on Friday, Nov.
5, at8p.m.

Football downs Dakota Wesleyan
BY HEIDI HILDEBRANDT
SPORTS EDITOR

touchdowns and sophomore James
Rodriguez had a 21-yard field goal.
Junior Ben Aguilera had five
tackles, two of them for a five-yard
loss, to lead the defense. Senior
Caleb Van Otter loa added four
tackles, and sophomore
Aaron
Jansen had three tackles and one
interception.
The Raiders play their last home
game on Saturday, Nov. 6, against
Concordia at 1 p.m.

Northwestern
found victory
again on Saturday,
defeating
Dakota
Wesleyan
16-10 and
improving their record to 6-2..
The score hardly reflects the
Raiders' domination, as they had
possession of the ball for 42 minutes
compared to a mere 18 for the Tigers.
They gained 472 yards, while the
defense held DWU to 223.
NW rushed for 384 yards,
led by senior Taylor Malm and
sophomore Brandon Smith. The
duo each rushed for over 100
yards in the same game for the
fourth time this year. Smith gained
177 yards on 32 carries and Malm
had 21 carries for 1,57 yards.
Freshman Davis Bloemendaal
had his first collegiate start at
quarterback for the Raiders. He
rushed for 42 yards onnine carries
and completed nine of 13 passes
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for 88 yards.
Tyler Walker, Davi!; Bloemendaal and Brandon
Smith celebrate after a Red Raider touchdown.
Smith
scored
two
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Northwestern's season ended on
Tuesday, Nov. 2, in the first round
of the GPAC tournament with a 0-3
loss to Dakota Wesleyan. Jhe Lady
Raiders ended with a season record
of 7-10-1, 5-5-1 in the conference.
NW out-shot the Tigers inthe first
hall, 5-4, but DWU shot 10 times in
the second hall and found the back
of the net three times.
Freshman
Alh Dunkelberger
had three shots, one on goal, and
freshman Jessica VanderBaan had
two shots, two on goal, to lead
the offense. Freshman Kate Fonte
also took two shots. Senior Wendy
Hofmeyer played all 90 minutes at
goalkeeper, making four saves and .. ~
allowing three goals.
..""
....
Dunkelberger led the Raiders this
season with nine goals. Fonte had
five and freshman Alyssa Duren
added three. Freshmen Hannah
Jensen, Jessica VanderBaan, Arm
Calsbeek and senior Sarah Seeger
each scored one goal.
Fonte had five assists this season
and Dunkelberger
added three.
Jensen and Calsbeek each had two
assists.
FreshmanAriel Watts played 998
minutes at goalkeeper in 13 games
and nine starts. She made 56 saves
and allowed 11 goals. She also had
three shut-outs. Hofmeyer played
660 minutes in nine games, making
43 saves and allowing 14 goals.

"Faith is what permeates our whole life, and
that's what Ihope is true of me. I want it to shine
through as my mo.tivation and my purpose."
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to reflect, and she decided
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supplement her major.
Through the trials of balancing athletics and academics
with life, Hess said she's learned
consistency.
She
explained, "I like to think I always work hard, but there's
a difference between just working hard and consistently
working hard. Running can become a lifelong thing that
transfers to other areas of my life."
Hess's fondest memories include long runs on Saturday
mornings and then panca¥
brunches at Coach Dale
Thompson's
house. She will miss bonding
with her
teammates and the conversations that happen along the way.
As a captain on the cross country team, Hess helped
choose the theme, 1 Corinthians 9:24-27, with an emphasis
on running "in such a way as to win the prize." Just as she
makes many sacrifices to be a runner, she emphasizes:
"faith is what permeates our whole life, and that's what I
hope is true of me. I want it to shine through as my motivation

Sara Hess didn't know what cross country was until her
junior year in high school. A former volleyball player, she
decided to tty cross country.
"I made the switch because I was enjoying track so much
and the volleyball team dynamics weren't so great." Hess
recalled. "I wanted to try something new and it went really
well, Cross-country has a very unique team dynamic."
Hess visited a lot of private colleges in Iowa, but
Northwestern
stuck out as distinctly Christian. To make
it even more special, her sister, Jayme, decided to attend
NW as well. "It was not decided together. We both liked
the same place," said Hess. "It's a good feeling to have a
piece of home with you. She's a wonderful sister, and I'm
so thankful for her."
Choosing a major has been an interesting jOUTIley for
Hess. "I have for a long time been interested in health,"
she said, "but ironically I never thought I wanted to be a
doctor, which is what I'm now pursuing."
She declared a Spanish major partway through her
freslunan year, but a summer in Nicaragua gave her time

Women's soccer
season ends

to add pre-medical

classes to

and my purpose."
Hess struggled this year with the purpose of being in cross
country since it prevented her from being involved in other
ministries, but through talks with Coach Thompson, she

realized she was in
the sport for a reason.
"1 realized it's an ability I
have," she said, "and I want
to use it. I have learned about
consistency in a way I wouldn't
have otherwise. I have a team
that I've learned to be more
mindful of than in high school."
As she reflects on her four
years, Hess said, "I just love our
coaches! I keep thinking how
thankfullam to get to run with the
ladies and the guys and have such
wonderful, patient, wise coaches."
Hess will finish up her classes
this spring and will study abroad
for a semester next year. She's still deciding between
Guatemala, Costa Rica and Mex~co. The year after that, she
hopes to attend medical school.

